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Abstract

Quantizing deep networks with adaptive bit-widths is a
promising technique for efficient inference across many de-
vices and resource constraints. In contrast to static methods
that repeat the quantization process and train different mod-
els for different constraints, adaptive quantization enables
us to flexibly adjust the bit-widths of a single deep network
during inference for instant adaptation in different scenar-
ios. While existing research shows encouraging results on
common image classification benchmarks, this paper investi-
gates how to train such adaptive networks more effectively.
Specifically, we present two novel techniques for quantizing
deep neural networks with adaptive bit-widths of weights
and activations. First, we propose a collaborative strategy
to choose a high-precision “teacher” for transferring knowl-
edge to the low-precision “student” while jointly optimizing
the model with all bit-widths. Second, to effectively transfer
knowledge, we develop a dynamic block swapping method
by randomly replacing the blocks in the lower-precision
student network with the corresponding blocks in the higher-
precision teacher network. Extensive experiments on multi-
ple image and video classification datasets, well demonstrate
the efficacy of our approach over state-of-the-art methods.

1. Introduction

Low-precision deep neural networks [21, 57, 55, 11, 60,
50], which severely reduce computation and storage by quan-
tizing weights and activations to low-bit representations,
have attracted intense attention in recent years. Despite
much progress in quantization for improving efficiency of
deep networks, most of the existing methods repeat the quan-
tization process and retrain the low-precision network from
scratch, leading to different models for different resource
constraints [57, 11, 60] (see Figure 1(a) for an illustrative
example). This strategy leads to optimal efficiency for a
given resource constraint. But designing specialized low
precision models for every practical scenario is often not
flexible and economical in terms of both memory cost, and
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Figure 1: A conceptual overview of our approach. Consider a
deployment scenario that requires three different bit-widths (e.g., 8,
4, and 2 bits) according to the resource constraints. (a) Conventional
methods train individual quantized models with specific bit-widths
for each case, which prohibits instant adaptation to different sce-
narios. (b) AdaBits [22] jointly learns a network by treating each
bit-width equally, which fails to achieve optimal performance due
to increasing optimization difficulty for lower precisions. (c) We
propose a novel collaborative quantization (CoQuant) algorithm
by dynamically selecting and swapping blocks across different pre-
cisions to transfer knowledge for effectively training a single model
with all the bit-widths. Best viewed in color.

energy consumption, either with human-based methods or
automatic search-based methods.

Motivated by this, recent works [22, 51, 5] focus on adap-
tive quantization which can flexibly choose the bit-width of
a deep neural network during inference, to meet the dynami-
cally changing demand. In particular, after training, we can
freely quantize the weights and activations into various pre-
cision levels, without additional fine-tuning or calibration. A
simple example of such network quantization is illustrated in
Figure 1(b) where the network is jointly trained under differ-
ent bit-widths with shared weights. While such an approach
(e.g. AdaBits [22]) looks intuitive and handy at first glance,
it fails to balance the optimization difficulty across different
precisions (a major challenge in quantizing deep networks
with adaptive bit-widths). As a result, the higher precision



tends to dominate the training, leading to sub-optimal per-
formance across different quantization levels.

To address the above challenge, we present novel tech-
niques for effective quantization of deep networks with adap-
tive bit-widths. It is well known that supervising the training
of a small neural network by capturing and transferring the
knowledge of a larger-parameter network can lead to a sig-
nificant performance boost which is sometimes even better
than that of the larger network [19, 10, 14, 33, 36]. However,
unlike conventional knowledge transfer from a single teacher
to a student network [19, 10, 33], a central problem while
training adaptive networks for quantization is from which
high-precision teacher to transfer knowledge given multiple
teachers of different capacities. This is an especially impor-
tant problem because a very low capacity student is often
unable to mimic a very strong teacher, implying the necessity
of intermediate teachers to bridge the gap among them [30].
Moreover, once the best high-precision teacher is identified,
how to effectively transfer knowledge to the low-precision
student is also crucial for training a single quantized neural
network adaptive to different resource constraints.

To this end, we propose a collaborative quantization algo-
rithm (CoQuant) for transferring knowledge from higher
precision to lower precision while jointly optimizing the
model with all the bit-widths (see Figure 1(c)). Specifically,
we first develop a simple yet effective teacher selection strat-
egy to choose the best teacher adaptively to the current input
by balancing the confidence of prediction and the distance in
the model space. We then adopt a dynamic block swapping
method to transfer knowledge by randomly replacing the
blocks in the lower precision network with the correspond-
ing blocks in the higher precision network. Our dynamic
block swapping not only utilizes strong feature transforma-
tion ability of the high-precision teacher at different locations
of the network, but also makes the gradient back-propagate
more easily for the low-precision student. For each input
batch throughout the training, we dynamically select the best
teacher for lower precisions, and apply our block swapping
mechanism to transfer knowledge from the selected teacher.

Experiments on two standard image classification datasets
(CIFAR10 [26] and ImageNet [37]) show that our proposed
techniques greatly improve the training efficacy of deep
networks with adaptive bit-widths and outperform the state-
of-the-art methods, especially at the lower precisions, which
is of significant practical value (e.g., about 1.7% and 3.0%
improvement in 2-bit performance over AdaBits [22] on
CIFAR10 and ImageNet, respectively). In addition to im-
age classification, we extend our approach to quantizing
video classification networks and observe that building low-
precision networks for videos is more challenging with a
larger performance drop at the lower-precisions compared to
image classification. Through experiments on two video clas-
sification benchmark datasets (ActivityNet [13] and Mini-

Kinetics [9]), we show that our approach achieves a signifi-
cant improvement over the recent methods [22, 51, 5].

2. Related Work
Network Quantization. Several methods for quantizing
deep networks have been studied, including binary [21, 34]
or ternary networks [27], uniform quantization [55, 11, 57, 7,
32], or mixed precision quantization [44, 8, 46, 50, 51, 42].
Designing efficient strategies for training low bit-width mod-
els using distillation [60, 24] or auxiliary module [59] is also
another popular trend in quantization. Most relevant to our
approach are AdaBits [22] and Any Precision Networks [51]
that use joint learning with separate quantization parameters
for training a single network with adaptive bit-widths. De-
spite separate parameters, both approaches suffer from the
performance degradation at low precision due to its interfer-
ence with high precision networks which potentially disturbs
the whole optimization of the network. Our approach on the
other hand utilizes a collaborative mechanism for transfer-
ring knowledge across different precision networks, leading
to higher performance at lower precision. Another distinctive
feature of our approach is in swapping low precision blocks
with the corresponding high precision blocks which helps in
easily propagating gradient through the low-precision net-
work. Bit-Mixer [5] trains mixed-precision networks that
allow execution at variable bit-width quantization for ev-
ery layer in the network. Our experiments quantitatively
compare these three approaches [22, 51, 5], showing that
CoQuant performs significantly better in adaptive quantiza-
tion across multiple image and video classification datasets.
A fully nested neural network that runs only once to build
a nested set of compressed/quantized models is proposed
in [12]. Our work is orthogonal to [12] as we propose two
improved knowledge transfer techniques for effective train-
ing of adaptive quantization networks, which could also be
adopted for training nested subnetworks.

Collaborative Learning. Collaborative learning for improv-
ing generalization ability of a network has been studied from
multiple perspectives. Representative methods use knowl-
edge distillation [19, 10, 33], force student networks to main-
tain their diversity via co-distillation [1], or jointly train mul-
tiple network branches to establish a strong teacher [58, 40].
Recent works in [14] and [48] focus on progressive mod-
ule replacing for knowledge distillation and language model
compression respectively unlike the problem considered in
this paper. While our approach is inspired by these methods,
in this paper, we focus on collaborative learning for network
quantization, where our goal is to dynamically adjust the pre-
cision of a single deep neural network without requiring addi-
tional re-training. Note that we do not compress the network
model by transferring knowledge between different models
sizes [25, 14, 48] or employ a separate intermediate-sized
network to bridge the gap between student and teacher [30].
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Figure 2: Illustration of our proposed approach. Our approach (CoQuant) trains deep networks jointly with all the given precisions
using a single set of weights, and consists of two components. First, for bit-width bk, we propose a dynamic teacher selection mechanism,
based on the prediction confidence and the model distance, to select the best teacher for the current input from the existing higher precisions
(with bit-width b1, b2, · · · bk−1). Second, to effectively transfer the teacher’s knowledge, we introduce a dynamic block swapping strategy
by randomly replacing the blocks in the lower precision network with the corresponding blocks in the higher precision network. We use
task-specific supervision (e.g. Cross-Entropy (CE)) and a distillation loss across the selected teacher and student in training.

InstantNet [15] adopts cascade knowledge distillation for
network quantization, but it always distills knowledge from
the closest higher bit-width while we dynamically select the
best teacher adaptive to current input and training progress.
We show the superiority of our teacher selection mechanism
over cascade distillation in the ablation study.

Adaptive Neural Networks. Many variants of adaptive
neural networks have been recently proposed with the
goal of achieving instant adaptation for different applica-
tions [2, 47, 16, 23]. While MSDNet [20] proposes a coarse
to fine framework for makes early predictions to meet vary-
ing resource demands, MutualNet [49] trains a single net-
work that is executable at dynamic resource constraints to
achieve accuracy-efficiency trade-offs at runtime. Slimmable
networks [53] train a model to support multiple width multi-
pliers. OFA networks adjust width, depth and kernel sizes
simultaneously for efficient deployment [6]. Despite recent
progress, adaptive networks that are flexible to any numeri-
cal precision during inference still remains as a challenging
and largely under-addressed problem.

3. Proposed Method
Given a set of n different bit-widths B =

{b1, b2, · · · , bn} (assuming b1 > b2 > · · · > bn),
the goal of adaptive network quantization is to seek a single
set of weights, which can be executed with any bit-width
b ∈ B during inference based on our demand (concerning
computational resources, energy, storage, etc.), and achieves
the best overall performance on B. We denote a full
precision model asM and its b-bit quantization asMb.

3.1. Preliminaries

In 2D Convolution, we denote the network weights and
activations by two 4D tensors W and A. Given a certain
precision with bit-width b and a quantization function Q,

we denote the quantization of W and A as Q(W, b) = Ŵb

and Q(A, b) = Âb. In this paper, we adopt DoReFa [57]
for weight quantization and PACT [11], a learnable uniform
quantization scheme, for activation quantization. Note that
our approach is agnostic to the type of quantization scheme
and hence can work on all categories of methods.

Weight Quantization. We first normalize W into [−1, 1]
and then round it to the nearest quantization levels, as in [57]:

Ŵb = 2× quantizeb(
tanh(W)

2 max tanh(W)
+

1

2
)− 1, (1)

quantizeb(x) =
1

2b − 1
× b(2b − 1)xe, (2)

where b.e is the rounding operation.

Modified Weight Quantization. In DoReFa [57], all nu-
merical precisions need to be quantized down from its 32-bit
full-precision value. Even though highest precision is b1 bit
during inference, DoReFa requires the device to store the
full-precision modelM rather than M̂b1 , which is memory
inefficient. To alleviate this, we modify Eq. 2 to directly
get Ŵb from Ŵb1 by discarding last b1 − b bits in Ŵb1 in-
stead of re-quantizing everytime from W as in DoReFa. We
further align E[Ŵb] with E[Ŵb1 ] to minimize mean discrep-
ancy caused by the discarded bits. Our modified quantizer
achieves very similar performance (e.g., 0.2% to 0.4% above
or below on ActivityNet) compared to original DoReFa de-
spite the fact that lower precisions are computed by simply
dropping least significant bits.

Activation Quantization. For activation A, we introduce
a learnable clipping value α for each layer, whose value is
originally in [0,+∞) [11]. The activation A is first clipped
to α and then rounded to the nearest quantization levels:

Âb = α× quantizeb(clip(A, 0, α)/α).



Backward Propagation. The quantization function is non-
differentiable and hence it is impossible to directly apply
back-propagation to train the network. To circumvent this
issue, we adopt the “Straight-Through Estimator” [18, 3, 57]
to approximate gradient in the backward propagation:

∂L
∂ri

=
∂L
∂ro

∂ro
∂ri

=
∂L
∂ro

,

where L is the loss function, ri is an arbitrary input and ro
is the corresponding output of quantizeb(ri, b).

3.2. Approach Overview

Figure 2 illustrates an overview of our approach. In-
tuitively, the higher-precision network gains richer knowl-
edge from the input and thus gives better performance due
to its larger capacity, while a lower-precision network is
more compact by sacrificing some performance. To take
advantage of different precisions in the given B, we propose
two novel techniques for transferring knowledge from the
existing higher precision “teacher” to the lower precision
“student” while jointly optimizing a single network with all
the bit-widths. Specifically, during the training, for the bit-
width bk ∈ B, we first propose a mechanism to choose the
best teacher from {b1, b2, · · · , bk−1} adaptively to the cur-
rent input by balancing the confidence of prediction and the
distance in the model space (see Section 3.3). Second, we
dynamically swap the blocks in the student with the corre-
sponding blocks in the selected teacher network to better
guide the training of the student (the current bit-width bk)
(see Section 3.4). We train the network using task-specific
loss, such as cross-entropy loss, and distillation loss [19]
between teacher and student (see Section 3.5). During in-
ference, the trained network is directly set to different bit-
widths, by truncating the least significant bits, to support
instant adaptation for different deployment scenarios.

3.3. Dynamic Teacher Selection

Taking a higher precision network as a teacher benefits
the performance of lower precision networks [24]. However,
as shown in [10], a teacher with very high capacity might
be too good, that the student is unable to mimic it, resulting
in the devastation of the whole optimization. Thus, optimal
selection of high-precision teacher for improving the perfor-
mance of low-precision student is crucial while training a
single deep network that can be quantized at different levels.

Given higher precision (e.g., bit-width b1, b2, · · · , bk−1)
as teacher candidates for bit-width bk ∈ B, we introduce
two types of criterion to select the best teacher adaptive to
the current input and the training progress, namely the con-
fidence of prediction and the distance in the model space.
We adopt entropy H(·) of the output logits to evaluate the
prediction confidence. While it is generally hard to measure
the distance in the model space, it is specifically easy for

adaptive networks due to shared weights. Since each preci-
sion model is quantized from the same set of weights, we
simply define the distance of two quantized networks as:

||Mbi −Mbj || =
L∑

l=1

D(Ŵ l
bi , Ŵ

l
bj ), (3)

where L is number of layers and D(·, ·) is the average of
entry-wise L1 distance of two matrices. There exists a trade-
off between prediction confidence and model distance. The
network with higher precision usually has larger capacity
and gives more confident prediction, while it is further from
the lower precision network. Therefore, we choose the best
teacher for bit-width bk for the current batch via:

arg min
i∈{b1,b2,··· ,bk−1}

H(yi) + λ||Mi −Mbk || , (4)

where yi is the soft logits (after Softmax) of the network
with bit-width bi and λ is a hyperparameter to balance the
trade-off. When λ → 0, the selection biased towards the
highest precision. When λ is significantly large, it is biased
towards choosing bk−1. Notably, the preference for teacher
also shifts during the training. Initially, the performance of
higher-precision models improves faster and our mechanism
favors the higher precision. As the training goes on, the
difference among different precisions is mitigated and it
favors the closer precision. Therefore, our proposed dynamic
teacher selection strategy adapts better to the current input
and the training progress than the manually fixed teacher. We
provide visualizations on teacher selection later in Section 4.

3.4. Dynamic Block Swapping

Once the optimal teacher is selected, we transfer the
teacher’s knowledge by dynamically swapping low-precision
blocks with high-precision to make better use of the informa-
tion contained in teacher network. Specifically, execution in
each precision merely requires the different quantization of
the same set of parameters without changing the network ar-
chitecture. Thus, we dynamically swap in the high-precision
teacher blocks so that the low-precision student actively in-
corporates the teacher’s intermediate knowledge [14, 48].
Moreover, higher-precision blocks experience less inaccu-
rate gradient approximation [59]. So swapping in these
blocks helps alleviate the difficulty of propagating gradient
and results in the fast-start of convergence when training a
lower-precision student. Note that we have a single network
and we only switch the training precision of the same set
(shared) of parameters instead of varying architectures.

For the l-th block or layer, let βl = Bernoulli(pl) indicate
whether the student block is executed (βl = 1) or the teacher
network is swapped in (βl = 0):

Al+1 = βlf(Âl
s, Ŵ

l
s) + (1− βl)f(Âl

t, Ŵ
l
t ), (5)



where Âl
s and Âl

t denotes the input activations of the student
layer f(·, Ŵ l

s) and the teacher layer f(·, Ŵ l
t ) correspond-

ingly and Al+1 is the output activation.
Since top layers are less prone to the gradient issue and

better taught by the soft logits than bottom layers, we prefer
to train top layers more and then move to train the bottom
layers. Therefore, we linearly increase the probability to
execute the students with respect to the layer depth:

pl = min(1, (1 + l/L)p1). (6)

Following curriculum learning [4], we set the initial value
for p1 and gradually increase it to 1 during training, i.e. it
auto-regresses towards training the network with all student
blocks at the end. During inference, all the blocks are exe-
cuted with the given precision without any swapping.

3.5. Optimization

During training, we gather losses of all the precisions
and then update the network. Denote the total loss as L,
and the loss for the precision with bit-width b as Lb, where
L =

∑
b∈B Lb. In classification tasks, Lb contains two parts:

the cross-entropy loss (Lce) with respect to the true label y
and a distillation loss computed by taking Kullback–Leibler
(Lkl) divergence between the output yb and the soft logits
yt (after softmax) provided by the chosen teacher except for
the highest precision which only has the first part:

Lkl(yt||yb) =

m∑
i=1

(yt)i log
(yt)i
(ys)i

, (7)

Lb = Lce(yb, y) + Lkl(yt||yb), (8)

where m is the number of classes and (·)i is the i-th element
of the vector. Different from conventional knowledge distil-
lation with a well-trained teacher in advance [60, 24], our
model optimizes all the precisions jointly and collaboratively.
Specifically, we learn all precisions with the same input batch
and shared weights. Since all precisions are quantized from
the same full-precision weights, the optimization processes
for all precisions are intervened closely. We follow [22] and
use a separate set of Batch Normalization layers and clipping
level parameters for different precisions.

4. Experiments
4.1. Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluate the performance of our approach
using CIFAR10 [26], ImageNet [37] for image classifica-
tion and ActivityNet-v1.3 [13], Mini-Kinetics [9] for action
recognition in videos. ActivityNet contains 10,024 videos
for training and 4,926 videos for validation across 200 ac-
tion categories. Mini-Kinetics-200 (assembled by [29]) is a
subset of full Kinetics dataset [9] containing 121k videos for
training and 10k videos for testing across 200 action classes.

Implementation Details. We use ResNet18, ResNet50 [35]
and MobileNet V2 [39] to perform different experiments.
For video classification, we adopt temporal segment network
(TSN) [45] to aggregate the predictions over uniformly sam-
pled 8 frames from the video. As shown in [57, 11], 8-bit
model experiences no/little deficiency from full precision
while 2-bit one always leads to a much worse performance.
Thus, in our experiments, we set B = {8, 6, 4, 2}. For
ImageNet, ActivityNet and mini-Kinetics, we use standard
architecture of ResNet18, ResNet50 and MobileNet V2, with
the input size 224 x 224. For CIFAR10, we accommodate
ResNet18 and MobileNet V2 to adapt for the input size
32x32 [56]. We switch BatchNorm (BN) and clipping val-
ues for each numerical precision. We use separate sets of
learning parameters (learning rate, weight decay) for clip-
ping values of each precision. We train our network with 160
epochs for CIFAR10 and 100 epochs for the other datasets.
Following [57, 11], we do not quantize the input, first and
last layers of the network. We follow [22] and initialize the
network with full precision model except CIFAR10 since we
found that low precision models in this setting do not con-
verge. More details are included in supplementary material.

Baselines. We compare our approach with the follow-
ing baselines. We first consider Individual Quantization,
where we train a separate network for each precision. We
also compare with Direct Quantization [22] methods (DQ)
that directly quantize a higher precision network to a lower
precision during inference without any extra training. We
follow [52] to apply batch norm calibration (BN Calib.) to al-
leviate the discrepancy of the layer statistics when evaluated
on another bit-width. We then compare with Joint Training
baseline that trains a single network with all precisions si-
multaneously using the same BN layers and clipping values.
Switchable BN considers the difference in layer statistics
for different precisions and uses precision-specific BN layers.
Finally, we compare our approach with state-of-the-art meth-
ods, AdaBits [22], Any Precision [51], and Bit-Mixer [5].
Adabits applies precision-specific clipping level parameters
in addition to BN layers. Any Precision [51] distills knowl-
edge from full precision on top of Switchable BN. Bit-Mixer
first optimizes the network with activation quantization and
then adopt quantization of both weights and activations.

Note that adaptive bit-width performance depends on two
orthogonal components: (1) single-precision quantization
scheme; (2) adaptive bit-width mechanism. AdaBits [22]
uses Scale-adjusted quantizer, BitMixer [5] uses LSQ quan-
tizer and Any precision [51] uses its own modified quantizer.
Without unifying the quantizer, direct comparison between
their original performance and ours is misleading when eval-
uating the proposed adaptive bit-width mechanisms. Thus,
we adopt the same quantizer (modified DoReFa for weight
quantization and PACT [11] for activation quantization) for
all the baselines to enable fair comparison among SOTA



Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
Individual Quant. 95.1 95.4 95.0 94.1 100

DQ (32 bit) 10.7 10.4 10.2 10.8 11.1
DQ (8 bit) 95.1 93.8 29.9 8.3 59.7

DQ (32 bit) + BN Calib 95.1 94.9 93.0 9.6 76.9
DQ (8 bit) + BN Calib 95.1 94.3 93.1 31.0 82.5

Joint Training 34.3 44.7 56.0 26.7 42.6
Switchable BN 94.6 94.5 94.5 92.3 99.2

AdaBits 94.4 94.2 94.2 92.4 99.0
Any Precision 94.2 94.2 94.2 92.3 98.8

Bit-Mixer 94.7 94.6 94.5 91.9 99.0
CoQuant (Ours) 95.2 95.4 95.1 94.1 100.1

Table 1: ResNet18 on CIFAR10. CoQuant achieves best
overall performance ∆B (higher is better) among all baselines.

Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
Individual Quant. 94.2 93.8 93.6 89.0 100

DQ (32 bit) 10.0 . 9.9 10.0 10.1 10.8
DQ (8 bit) 94.2 93.0 80.3 10.9 74.3

DQ (32 bit) + BN Calib 91.4 91.3 89.8 38.2 83.3
DQ (8 bit) + BN Calib 94.2 94.1 93.7 77.6 96.9

Joint Training 14.2 15.3 29.2 46.1 28.6
Switchable BN 94.2 94.0 93.3 85.4 99.0

AdaBits 93.9 93.8 93.2 86.2 99.3
Any Precision 93.4 93.3 93.1 86.3 98.8

Bit-Mixer 94.1 94.0 92.9 86.7 99.3
CoQuant (Ours) 94.1 94.2 94.0 87.5 99.8

Table 2: MobileNet V2 on CIFAR10. CoQuant achieves
best overall performance ∆B among all compared methods.

Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
Individual Quant. 69.1 68.8 68.1 60.1 100

DQ (32 bit) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
DQ (8 bit) 69.1 13.9 0.1 0.1 30.1

DQ (32 bit) + BN Calib 69.3 68.8 52.3 0.2 69.3
DQ (8 bit) + BN Calib 69.1 68.1 39.3 0.1 65.1

Joint Training 8.4 11.4 33.3 1.5 20.0
Switchable BN 67.9 67.7 66.5 54.0 96.0

AdaBits 67.9 67.7 66.5 54.1 96.1
Any Precision 67.4 67.3 66.7 54.0 95.8

Bit-Mixer 67.1 67.1 66.5 54.7 95.8
CoQuant (Ours) 67.9 67.6 66.6 57.1 97.3

Table 3: ResNet18 on ImageNet. CoQuant achieves the
best overall performance ∆B among all compared methods.

Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
Individual Quant. 66.2 66.5 66.6 62.4 100

DQ (32 bit) 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7
DQ (8 bit) 66.2 62.1 1.9 0.5 49.3

DQ (32 bit) + BN Calib 65.9 65.8 54.4 0.5 70.3
DQ (8 bit) + BN Calib 66.2 65.4 54.5 0.6 70.3

Joint Training 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.9
Switchable BN 64.7 64.8 63.4 43.9 90.2

AdaBits 64.1 64.3 64.2 48.3 91.8
Any Precision 64.6 63.2 61.7 36.2 85.9

Bit-Mixer 65.8 66.1 64.7 53.4 95.5
CoQuant (Ours) 64.6 64.8 64.4 55.5 95.2

Table 4: ResNet18 on Mini-Kinetics. CoQuant achieves
the second best overall performance ∆B among all baselines.

methods. We also adopt the scale-adjusted quantizer [22]
to verify the effect of quantization scheme on adaptive bit-
witdh performance of different methods (see Table 8).
Evaluation Metrics. We report top-1 accuracy for all preci-
sions on CIFAR10 and ImageNet. For video classification,
we compute top-1 clip accuracy and mean Average Preci-
sion (mAP) on Mini-Kinetics and ActivityNet respectively.
Furthermore, we report a single relative performance ∆B
with respect to Individual Quantization to show the overall
performance of different baselines as:

∆B =
1

|B|

|B|∑
i=1

Mi

MPACT,i
∗ 100%,

where Mi and MPACT,i are the corresponding performance
of models and individual quantization with bit-width bi.

4.2. Results and Analysis

Table 1-6 show performance in six different pairs of
datasets and backbones. We separate all methods to two
groups, namely direct quantization methods and methods
that are specific for training adaptive quantization networks.
Image Classification. We have the following key obser-
vations from Table 1-3. (1) On CIFAR-10, while Individ-
ual Quantization with 2 bits reaches similar performance
to 8 bits using ResNet18, there is a large gap among 8-bit
and 2-bit performance on MobileNet V2, which shows that

MobileNet V2, a more compact architecture, is difficult to
quantize at lower bits. Similarly, the performance difference
on ImageNet indicates that 2-bit quantization is very chal-
lenging on this large scale dataset, as shown in [11, 55, 60].
(2) Direct Quantization from either 32-bit full precision or
8-bit precision experiences serious performance degrada-
tion when evaluated with a different precision far from the
training one without BN Calibration [53]. It is due to the
mismatch of layer statistics between different precisions. Af-
ter re-calibrating BN layer parameters, Direct Quantization
achieves good performance in 8 and 6 bits, especially quan-
tized from 32-bit full precision model. However, it is still
unable to recover the performance in low-precision regime,
showing the necessity of joint learning approaches. (3) When
trained under all precisions, Switchable BN, AdaBits [22]
and Any Precision [51] largely improve the performance over
Joint Training, which demonstrates the importance of switch-
ing BN layer parameters for different precisions in image
classification. CoQuant consistently outperforms all of the
methods on all three image classification tasks, significantly
at the lower precisions, which is of great practical value. No-
tably, CoQuant improves 1.7% in 2-bit performance over
AdaBits for ResNet18 on CIFAR10, 1.3% for MobileNet V2
on CIFAR10 and 3.0% for ResNet18 on ImageNet without
sacrificing the higher-precision performance. This is due to
our two novel components working in concert: dynamically
selecting the best high-precision teacher and then swapping



Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
Individual Quant. 65.3 65.5 64.3 59.9 100

DQ (32 bit) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.1
DQ (8 bit) 65.3 61.2 4.0 0.7 50.2

DQ (32 bit) + BN Calib 67.6 67.5 57.4 0.7 74.3
DQ (8 bit) + BN Calib 65.3 64.7 56.3 0.9 71.9

Joint Training 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.7 1.2
Switchable BN 64.6 64.5 63.3 45.3 92.9

AdaBits 64.8 64.7 64.2 51.3 95.9
Any Precision 64.3 64.9 63.7 48.2 94.7

Bit-Mixer 63.2 63.0 62.4 55.2 95.5
CoQuant (Ours) 64.5 64.7 64.2 57.4 98.3

Table 5: ResNet18 on ActivityNet. CoQuant achieves the
best overall performance ∆B among all compared methods.

Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
Individual Quant. 70.0 69.0 68.9 64.8 100

DQ (32 bit) 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.7 1.1
DQ (8 bit) 70.0 39.1 0.7 0.7 39.7

DQ (32 bit) + BN Calib 71.5 71.0 45.8 0.8 68.2
DQ (8 bit) + BN Calib 70.0 66.1 6.2 0.8 51.5

Joint Training 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.7 1.1
Switchable BN 68.3 68.3 67.7 57.1 95.7

AdaBits 68.3 68.6 67.9 57.2 96.0
Any Precision 69.1 69.2 67.8 60.3 97.6

Bit-Mixer 67.2 66.8 66.4 59.3 95.3
CoQuant (Ours) 69.3 69.2 68.4 64.6 99.6

Table 6: ResNet50 on ActivityNet. CoQuant achieves the
best overall performance ∆B among all compared methods.

low-precision blocks with the selected teacher to balance
the optimization difficulty while training the adaptive quan-
tization network with different precisions. (4) CoQuant
outperforms Bit-Mixer [5] on all three image classification
tasks showing that our proposed multi-teacher knowledge
distillation method with joint training is better than two-
phase optimizations especially for 2-bit performance. (5)
On CIFAR 10 with ResNet 18, CoQuant yields a small
standard deviation 0.08% over multiple runs for overall per-
formance comparing with AdaBits (0.16%) , Any Precision
(0.26%) and Bit-Mixer (0.18%). It shows CoQuant gives
more stable performance than state-of-the-art methods. (6)
Interestingly, on CIFAR10, CoQuant slightly improves the
higher-precision performances over Individual Quantization
(Table 1 and 2). We believe this is because the network easily
gains information from other precisions similar to positive
transfer in multi-task learning [31, 43, 28, 41].

Video Classification. Table 4-6 summarizes the results on
video classification tasks. Video datasets introduce tougher
classification tasks than image datasets due to the rich tempo-
ral information present in videos and results in more diverse
optimization difficulty from high to low precisions, lead-
ing to significant drop in performance from 8 to 2 bits in
Individual Quantization. Similar to image classification, Di-
rect Quantization is unable to achieve plausible performance
for 2-bit model. For 2-bit performance, CoQuant outper-
forms AdaBits by a larger margin than image classifica-
tion: 7.2%, 6.1% and 7.4% for ResNet18 on Mini-Kinetics,
ResNet18 on ActivityNet and ResNet50 on ActivityNet re-
spectively. Comparing with Bit-Mixer, CoQuant achieves
2% to 5% improvement on 2-bit performance. To summa-
rize, CoQuant improves the overall performance by about
2% − 4% over SOTA methods in most cases, showing its
efficacy not only for image classification, but also for the
challenging action classification on videos.

Visualizations on Dynamic Teacher Selection. We visu-
alize the selection of high-precision teachers for the 2-bit
low-precision student throughout the training process in two
different scenarios: ResNet18 on CIFAR10, and ResNet18
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Figure 3: Dynamic Teacher Selection. Initially, our method
prefers 8-bit teacher and the preference shifts to 6-bit and even
4-bit during the training. Best viewed in color.

on ActivityNet (Figure 3). We count the number of selected
teachers for the input mini-batch in an epoch. We observe
the shift of preference in all three cases. Specifically, our
dynamic teacher selection strategy starts to favor the highest
precision (8-bit) since it converges much faster at the begin-
ning. However, as performances of 6-bit and 4-bit gradually
improve during training, it is more likely to choose the lower
bit-width as the teacher for 2-bit. It is helpful since 6-bit and
4-bit models are often easier for 2-bit one to mimic.

Methods 7-bit 5-bit 3-bit
CIFAR10 – ResNet18

Switchable BN 94.4 94.4 92.4
AdaBits 94.3 94.5 93.4

CoQuant (Ours) 95.1 95.3 94.6
ActivityNet – ResNet50

Switchable BN 68.8 68.5 56.4
AdaBits 68.7 68.5 57.0

CoQuant (Ours) 70.0 70.0 66.8

Table 7: Zero Shot Testing.

Zero-Shot Testing. We
show the robustness of
CoQuant by evaluating
the quantized model on
missing bit-widths (7, 5,
and 3 bits) when a net-
work is trained with 8,
6, 4, and 2 bits. Specifi-
cally, after training with 8, 6, 4, and 2 bits, we calibrate the
model to obtain BN layer parameters of the remaining 3, 5,
7 bit-widths so that the model can be executed at different
precisions from 2 to 8 bits. Table 7 shows that CoQuant
achieves the best performance in all the 3 remaining preci-
sions in both cases. Not surprisingly, All the three methods
suffer from performance drop to some extent when executed
with 3 bit compared to their 4-bit performance. Notably,
on ActivityNet-ResNet50, while the 3-bit performance of
both Switchable BN and AdaBits are lower than their 2-bit
performance, CoQuant yields 66.8% when evaluated with
3 bit, which is 2.2% better than its 2-bit performance.



Methods 5-bit 4-bit 3-bit
AdaBits 89.7 89.8 88.6

Any Precision 91.0 91.1 90.7
Bit-Mixer 93.6 92.9 91.5
CoQuant 93.5 93.2 92.1

Table 8: SAT Quantization with
ResNet18 on CIFAR10.

Comparison using
Different Quantizer.
We use the modified
scale-adjusted quantizer
(SAT) for training {5,
4, 3} bits jointly on
CIFAR10 (i.e., without
2-bit as primarily done in [22]) and CoQuant significantly
outperforms AdaBits including Any Precision and Bit-Mixer
(see Table 8). These results show effectiveness of our adap-
tive bit-width mechanism irrespective of the single-precision
quantization scheme used for quantizing deep networks.

4.3. Ablation Studies
Dynamic Block Swapping. We test CoQuant without dy-
namic block swapping where the selected teacher only pro-
vides soft-logits to compute distillation loss. Better per-
formance of our full model over “CoQuant w/o Swap”
shows that dynamic swapping is helpful to effectively trans-
fer knowledge and ease the optimization difficulty while
training adaptive networks (1 vs 14). We also find that re-
versing the swapping schedule, i.e., earlier layers get swap
less, leads to an overall performance of 98.7% which is 1.4%
lower than swapping earlier layers more with the teachers (2
vs 14). This demonstrates that earlier layers need to swap
more for better optimization of the network with adaptive
bit-widths. We also replace linear scheduler with a cosine
scheduler to increase pl from initial value to 1 but did not
observe any noticeable difference in performance (3 vs 14).
So, we use linear scheduler for experiments in this paper.
Distillation Loss. We remove the distillation loss from
CoQuant and transfer knowledge only with dynamic block
swapping. The performance of “CoQuant w/o DL” in Ta-
ble 9 (4 vs 14) shows that it is important to use the teacher’s
soft targets in addition to dynamic swapping for better knowl-
edge transfer across the low and high precisions.
Dynamic Block Swapping vs Feature Distillation. We
also compare with intermediate feature distillation (IFD) [36,
54] by minimizing the L1 difference of intermediate acti-
vations and observe that feature distillation (“CoQuant w/
IFD”) does not give competitive results with swapping (5 vs
14). This conforms that dynamic block swapping not only
transfers intermediate knowledge but also helps in propagat-
ing gradient through low-precision networks.
Effectiveness of Dynamic Teacher Selection. We compare
with three teacher selection variants by using the highest ca-
pacity (8-bit) network as the teacher for all lower precisions
(6), using the nearest superior bit-width as the teacher for the
current precision (7) and finally with random selection that
randomly selects a higher precision as the teacher for each
mini-batch (8). Table 9 shows that CoQuant outperforms
all three methods (14 vs {6, 7, 8}), which demonstrates that
both the predication confidence and model distance play an

Methods 8-bit 6-bit 4-bit 2-bit ∆B ↑
(1) CoQuant w/o Swap 94.8 94.8 94.6 93.2 99.4
(2) Reverse Swap 94.5 94.2 93.8 92.0 98.7
(3) Swap (Cosine) 95.2 95.3 95.2 94.1 100.1
(4) CoQuant w/o DL 94.6 94.5 94.6 92.7 99.2
(5) CoQuant w/ IFD 94.7 94.7 94.7 93.3 99.5
(6) Highest Capacity 94.0 94.1 93.9 92.0 98.6
(7) Recursive 93.2 93.3 93.2 91.2 97.7
(8) Random 94.8 94.8 94.6 93.2 99.4
(9) Average 94.6 94.5 94.5 92.9 99.2

(10) Learnable Weighted 94.2 94.2 94.1 93.0 99.0
(11) MinLogit 94.3 94.2 93.9 93.2 98.9
(12) Progressive (Descend) 91.8 91.9 92.2 92.9 97.1
(13) Progressive (Ascend) 94.7 94.5 94.2 87.0 97.6
(14) CoQuant (Ours) 95.2 95.4 95.1 94.1 100.1

Table 9: Ablation Study using ResNet18 on CIFAR10. Our full
model claims the best performance over all the ablated variants.

important role in optimal selection of teacher for transferring
knowledge across different precisions.

Comparison with Multi-Teacher Distillation Methods.
We also compare our method with three different multi-
teacher distillation methods, namely Average Ensemble (9),
Learnable Weighted Ensemble (10) and MinLogit (11). In
Average Ensemble, we simply use the average of the soft
logits of multiple teacher candidates, while in Learnable En-
semble, we use a learnable linear combination of soft logits
to compute the distillation loss. MinLogit selects minimum
element of each row of the soft logits matrix constructed
by taking difference between logit values for each of the
teacher [17]. As seen from Table 9, CoQuant claims better
performance over all three multi-teacher distillation methods
(14 vs {9, 10, 11}), which shows that our proposed dynamic
select and swap strategy makes better use of the knowledge
provided by multiple teacher candidates.

Comparison with Progressive Training. Following [38],
we progressively train a quantized model with multiple bit-
widths in a descending order (i.e., from 8 bits to 2 bits by
sequentially finetuning). Table 9 shows that it fails to pre-
serve the performance of higher precisions and CoQuant
outperforms it by 3.0% in overall performance (12 vs 14).
We also progressively train another model with multiple
bit-widths in a ascending order (from 2 bits to 8 bits) and ob-
serve that joint training under all precisions using CoQuant
is still more effective than the ascending strategy (13 vs 14),
especially at low precision (+7.1% for 2-bit).

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we present two improved techniques for

quantizing a single deep network with adaptive bit-widths of
weights and activations. Given a low-precision student, we
choose the best high-precision teacher adaptively to the cur-
rent input while randomly replacing low-precision student
blocks with the corresponding higher-precision blocks to
alleviate the difficulty of propagating gradients. We show ef-
fectiveness of our approach on four image and video datasets,
outperforming several competing methods.
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